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About This Game

You have to play a cannon right in the middle of the battle, dangerous projectiles will be launched in you, which will cause
damage when touched. You need to move the shield so as to reflect as many shells as possible, and this will all happen under a

pleasant soundtrack. You will not get bored, because the frequency of sending shells is growing.

Features

 Endless gameplay

 Pleasant appearance

 Pleasant soundtrack
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Title: DeFaster
Genre: Action, Casual, Indie
Developer:
Nekyau Games
Publisher:
 Nekyau
Release Date: 11 May, 2018

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows XP

Processor: Intel celeron

Graphics: GeForce GTX 480

Storage: 100 MB available space

English,Russian
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Really nice map everything is good about this Add-on. first the map it is really mixed you can drive in a city and in countryside
and parts of highway. much lines there are even free line pack available on the official forum of OMSI. Bus is really good like
the design. Performance are one of the best thing about the map even in the city centre.

Pro's
- the bus is really good and performance friendly
- map is detailed and with good performance
- much lines
- map is really mixed terms of highway, city's etc.
Con's
- Not really

Overall: 8,5\/10. Brown Otter, in the kitchen with a shotgun, best game.

I've had a lot of fun with Otterbash, and its quite a lot of fun to play.. got this game for a buck 70 lol and love it , great time
killer. NEKO - NIN exHeart is a very similar Visual Novel to Nekopara in quite a few Aspects and also quite different at the
same time. Both have obvious Resemblances, like that there are 2 Cat Girls from the Start that are Sisters and so on. That is why
this really felt like a Copy of Nekopara in the Beginning that was just a little "cheaper" at least from the feel that it gave me.
However a little later on you will see that this isnt a complete ripoff and that the Story has a little more depth then at first
Glance. I still wouldnt say that this has a brilliant Story\/ Plot or anything. It does however give you very cute Catgirls really
pretty Art and an okay Story to make it a good overall Experience. I mean if you are looking for cute Catgirls and not a brilliant
Story you will be happy with this Game, just dont have too high Expectations. Also buy this in a Sale since the Story is rather
Short and doesnt have replay value.

Overall: 7\/10

Check out my Currator Page: https:\/\/store.steampowered.com\/curator\/34401214\/ for more Reviews :). How I conquered and
ruled the Entire Europe:

Step 1: Pick France
Step 2: Make peace with Great-Britain.
Step 3: Fully Annex Austria and German States.
Step 4: Attack and conquer Prussia and its Nordic Allies.
Step 5: Backstab Spain.
Step 6: Conquer Russia and the remnants of the Turkish Balkans.
Step 7: Declare war on GB, build an enourmous fleet,and place all your armies in there just to be sure.
Step 8: Lose the naval battle.
Step 9: Watch as the Brits invade motherland France.
Step 10: Finnally enrage as you witness hundreds of hours turned to nothing.

11/10 would make you waste your time again. The creators truly created something magnificent in the \u201cThe Longest
Journey\u201d. They created a world that makes the games want to keep revisiting. The storytelling on this franchise is top
notch! The game is like playing through a beautifully crafted novel (along the lines of JRR Tolkien and C.S Lewis). I really
enjoyed this game and the original.. Not really good if you dont have headphones...
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all controls work except fire. game is\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665cant even upload an image or its crashes the
game evrey single time the midi is awful try making a game that works for \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665ing sake i would rather
use my free program than pay fot this give me my money back. I'd say this is a very niche "buy" if you like these sorts of games.
It's part chose your own adventure story, and part "game" but the gameplay is the lesser of the two, by a large margin.

The story is great, the experience playing it can be fun, but once you get the basics (of the extremely basic) combat system, its a
slow boring grind. The idea is to have a progression tree based on replaying the game which is great, as your character with
different skills explores different parts of the story (slightly). Its also terrible, as you're stuck with dealing with the extremely
slow combat system again and again.

My suggestion would be to buy it if you like these sorts of games, and hope that the game gets more polished as time goes on.

*Combat is turn based, slow, and follows an *EXTREMELY* predictable set of actions\/moves. You have 3 bars, health,
stance, and stamina. Health is obviously important, and stance is critical to both defense and offense, and stamina is basically
useless as the Romans rotate their troops throughout the battle. You'd think this would mean your opponents would be worn
down over time, and you'd be right, except its so minor it basically doesn't matter. You also have no idea of how the overall
battle is going, and if you get rotated out of the line before you kill your opponent you get nothing. The game doesn't care if
you've knocked a guy down to 1 hp every time you rotate forward, the only thing which counts is kills.

So combat is basically this - you feint to lower your opponents stance, they do the same, and whenever someone is more than
~25 points below max stance they spam recover (with recovers your stance...). Sometimes you click attack. All of this is buried
under at least 1 menu. Seriously, its horrific, but the story is almost good enough to justify it.. its really dumb. pros: art style,
blitz system
cons: enfuriatingly-unresponsive tank controls. Fun little game. If you like Ichi or other motion puzzlers, you will enjoy this one
as well.. Great game, alot of fun, great controls, great camera. I only have two complaints. First, there is only one course, and
secondly the camera likes to clip through the floor now and then.. don't wasts your money this game can be done in under an
hour and thats the end i was realy disappointed by the lack of content, this game is to short it should have been don't in chapter
so they can add more later.
to cap it of rating 2/10 for story, 5/10 for game play, 9/10 for the rest
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